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February 6, 1978

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II - Suite 1217
230 Peachtree Street, NW.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

TVA NUCLEAR PLANTS - DOCKET NOS. 50-327, -328, -390, -391, -438, -439,

-518, -519, -520, -521, -553, -554, -566, -567 - REPORTABLE CONDITION

.RELATED. T•-OEDC QA AUDIT IM77-7 - FIRST INTERIM ,REPORT

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OIE Inspector Bob

Wright on January 6, 1978, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). Enclosed

is our first interim report. We anticipate providing additional information

by June 23, 1978.

Very truly yours,

J. E. Gilleland
Assistant Manager of Power

Enclosure
cc: Dr. Ernst Volgenau, Director (Enclosure)

Office of -Inspection ,and-Enf, orcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

An Equal Opportunity Employer I j e



FIRST REPORT

DEFICIE qES RELATED TO OEDC QA AUW M77-7

I. Description Of Deficiency.

There are six subparts to this deficiency as described below.
Each of these involves a failure to identify and control
significant conditions adverse to quality. They are related
to OEDC QA Audit M77-7, deficiencies 13, 15, and 17
(partial).

These deficiencies have been found as a result cf:

1. an OEDC QA audit on nonconformances,

2. follow up investigation of that audit which uncovered
additional deficiencies, and

3. a review of procedures undertaken as a part of OEDC
orgganizatipnalchanges.

These actions spanned the entire scope of OEDC activities
related to implementation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria XV
and XVI thereby providing assurance that additional
significant deficiencies in this area do not exist.

Other procedural deficiencies were uncovered by the audit and
are being resolved. However, the items below are those
considered to be reportable under 10 CFR 50.55(e).

A. Prcure.ent Deficiencies (EN DES). The procedure for
handig supplier nonconformances (EN DES QAP 5.3,
redesicnated EN DES EP 5.44) did not specifically
reqire cezerrminaticn and documentation of the cause of

significant conditions adverse to quality, as required
by 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XVI; However, EN DES
Q2p !.10 no; EN"DES EP'2.o0 did re-Mi-re -that -the cause
be reorted to NRC for those conditions judged
reportable under 10 CFR 50.55(e).

B. Nonconformance Definition (EN DES). EN DES QAP 1.5 (now
EP 1.26), which addressed "Design Nonconformance" and
"Procurement Nonconformance," may not have covered all
of the conditions adverse to quality as identified in
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria XV and XVI. This
situation involves adequacy of the terminology used in
the procedure and whether personnel subject to the
procedure used the procedure properly as a result.

C. Preoperational Testing (EN DES and P PROD). In some
cases, cQnfd.itions adverse ,to quality identified by
preoperational tests were not documented and controlled
in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria XV and
XVI. This was due to insufficient procedures and
inadequate implementation of existing procedures.



Specificali.y, test-deficiencies were not being reviewed

for signif~nce and the cause was no, eing determinee

and documented in acco0dance with 10 W 50 Appenix B

Criterion XVI.

D. Design Changes (EN DES). Certain conditions adverse to

quality were being corrected by design changes, but were
not being documented and controlled in accordance with
lO CFR '50 Appendix B Criteria XVand XV.I, and EN DES
QAP 1.5.

E. Audit Reports (OEDC). OEDC QA procedure QAS-QAP 3.1,

OEDC QA Audits, did not contain provisions for reviewing
each deficiency for significance and did not require
identification and documentation of significant
conditions adverse to quality identified during audits,
in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XVI.

F. Audit Reports (CONST). CONST QA procedure QAP 18.01,

Auditing Construction Activities, did not contain
provisions for reviewing each deficiency for
significance and did not require identification and

.doc.umentation of significant conditions adverse to
quality identified during audits, in accordance with 10
CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XVI.

II. Implications to Safety.

In the case of each subpart above, conditions adverse to

safety were being identified and corrected in accordance with
---written procedureS- However, since there were no requirements

to deter= ine cause, repetitive failures may have occurred,
some of which ni.ight not have been identified and corrected,
thereby reduzing the assurance of quality.

III. Causes of the Deficiency

'The %root cauLse oaf ial1subparts kwas--the •fa-ilure, -ýof ýthe

originator of the applicable procedures and the personnel
performing the function, to recognize that, for all
significant conditions adverse to quality, there were
requirements beyond just identifying and correcting the
condition.

A. Procurement Deficiencies (EN DES). The applicable
procedure does not distinguish between significant and

nonsignificant condition in regard as to how these are
handled.

B. Nonconformance Definition (EN DES). The applicable
procedure was-tailored to the requirements of
10 CER 50.55(e) and did not fulfill all the requirements
of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.

C. Preoperational Testing (P PROD and EN DES). The
applicable EN DES procedure did not specifically address
the requirements of Criterion XVI nor provide specific
reference to EN DES QAP 1.5. Due to the deficiency in
definition of nonconformance (discussed in I.B. above),
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S ENT DES Px erational test represen ives and co-
ordinators were not applying EN DES*P 1.5 when

deficiencies were found. Furthermore, personnel
performing these functions were not aware of how

10 CFPR 50 Appendix B Criteria XV and XVI applied to

deficiencies identified as the result of preoperational
tests.

D. Design Changes (EN DES). In some cases, personnel did

not recognize the need to determine the cause of, and

reporting of, significant conditions adverse to quality
even though these conditions were being corrected.

E. Audit Reports (OEDC QA). QA personnel recognized the

need (and had procedures) for the conducting and
reporting of audits, following up on identified
deficiencies, and documenting corrective actions.
However, the need to review audit deficiencies for

significance (and possible reporting under 10 CFR
50.55(e)) and the documenting of the cause of the
deficiency was not recognized, therefore, procedures to

....impleament theserr.equi.ements were not developed.

F. Audit Reports (CONST). QA personnel recognized the need

(and had procedures) for the conducting and reporting of
audits, following up on identified deficiencies, and

documenting corrective actions. However, the need to

review audit deficiencies for significance (and possible
reporting under 10 CFR 50.55(e))'and the documenting of

the cause of the deficiency was not recognized, '

therefore, procedures to implement these requirements
were nct developed.

IV. AD1icabi4it- ; to TVA Plants.

Subpart"s 'Prccurement Deficiencies), B (Nonconformance
Deinit io, I (Audit Reports - OEDC), and F (Audit Reports -

•<CONST) ~-- -aay<toa1 -s~ix 1plan.ts (SQN., ýWBN, ELNI, ,HTN, PEN, and

YC•7) .Sub2frt C (Preoperational Testing) applies only to SQN

and_ W'N sWB ze testing has not begun on the other plants.
Subpa rtD (Design Changes) applies-to all except YCN since
changes to final design have not yet begun on that plant.

SQN, WBN, BLN, and HTN hold construction permits; PEN holds

an LWA-2 (CP isued 18 Jan 78); and YCN has not received a CP

or LWA.

V. Proposed Corrective Action.

Proposed corrective actions consists of:

(iZ) •F~amiliarization pf ,personne-l with applicable
requirements

(2) Preparation of new or revised procedures.

This corrective action is expected to be complete by July 1,

1978.
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